SRUTI SARA SAMUDDHARANA

Verse 1

I ever bow down humbly to the praiseworthy God Visnu, the Lord of the three worlds, and to
the noble-minded (sage Vyasa), the son of Sakti's son (i.e. Parasara), almost equal to God
Brahman, having beautiful complexion as that of the clear sky free from the clouds, the
descendant of Vasistha and of intense austerity. [Verse 1]
Verse 2

Having ascertained the whole world caused by action, to be perishable, some (lucky man)
developed dispassion towards all worldly objects, since the Imperishable (Atman) cannot be
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attained by means of action. [Verse 2]

Verse 3

Desirous of knowing the imperishable entity (that is, Atman), that (man), being devoted to
complete renunciation of worldly attachments, approached the teacher alone, who too had
renounced the world, had realized the true nature of Atman and was omniscient, offered him
a reverential bow and conveyed his intention. [Verse 3]
Verse 4

Oh! Revered Lord! I have fallen into the ocean (of worldly life), having the water composed of
birth and death and the fish in the form of happiness and sorrow, (and hence) I am deeply
afflicted. With no resort left, I have come to you for protection and I am sitting at your feet.
Kindly come to my rescue and instruct me (how to get out of this ocean). [Verse 4]
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Verse 5

Having removed the terrible attachment to sensual enjoyments and having given up the
notion that is firmly rooted in the body, (senses, mind etc. to be the Self), be ever devoted to
the abode of Supreme Self and abandon, by means of right knowledge of the Self, the
erroneous notion caused by the ignorance (of true nature of the Self). [Verse 5]
Verse 6

Always cast off that impression in the form "I am (this)" and "(This is) mine" with regard to the
five sheaths of food etc. and ascertain constantly, "I am the Brahman, of the form of pure
consciousness, truth, infinite, attributeless and abiding in the heart". [Verse 6]
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Verse 7

As the multiplicity of the Sun, effected by the ubiquity of water, and of the etheric space
resulting from pot etc., there is the diversity, as it were, of the ever immutable witness of your
intellect (i.e. Atman), owing to the difference of the intellect. [Verse 7]
Verse 8

Whatever is attached to the internal organ of living beings is always manifest by You (the
Atman), the immutable self-consciousness, resembling the sun light (which illuminates all
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objects) and thus (the Atman) is ever free from bondage. [verse 8]

Verse 9

Assuming the form of an object, the internal organ can cognize that object, and because of
this, to the internal organ, some objects are known and some remain unknown. Hence (the
internal organ) is changeable (but not the Atman). [Verse 9]
Verse 10

Indeed, the modifications of the internal organ are always manifest by the Self consciousness
(viz. Atman), and therefore, the latter is unchangeable. If the Atman, of the nature of pure
consciousness, were liable to change, there would have been mental modifications, some
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manifest and some unmanifest. [Verse 10]

Verse 11

Since all acts relating to the internal organ are ever known by You (the Atman), the pure
consciousness, the characteristic of the mental modifications does not cling to you. Thus you
are dissimilar to the internal organ (that is subject to change). [Verse 11]
Verse 12

The state of being cognised is quite well known in case of the mental modes as in case of
objects (like pot etc.), since there is no dispute about it. In this manner, only due to their
characteristic of being known, the mental modes, like the objects (pot etc), are known by the
other (i.e. the witness consciousness). [Verse 12]
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Verse 13

The objects, (pot etc.) being always cognised by something other than themselves (viz. the
consciousness limited by the internal organ), cannot know themselves. Similarly, the internal
organ and the states thereof, being illumined by the witness consciousness cannot
comprehend themselves. [Verse 13]
Verse 14

Always in the practical realm, the state of the mind assuming the form of an object (say pot, as
"This is pot") is one kind and (the state) as "I (see the pot)" having that (i.e. the cognition "This
is pot") as its object and being very brightly illuminated by the Self consciousness, is another
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(kind of) mental modification. [Verse 14]

Verse 15

Though being essentially the characteristic of the mind, it arises as if it is the charactristic of
the Self and therefore the ignorant people believe this mental modification in the form "I" to
be the attribute of the Self. [Verse 15]
Verse 16

If that (mental modification as I i.e. the ego) did not cause the delusion, a person would not
experience the day to day business (in the form I know the pot, I do this action etc.) And the
enjoyment of the worldly pleasures would become fruitless if that (ego) is not considered to
be the attribute of the empirical self. [Verse 16]
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Verse 17

(The mental modification that causes) only the manifestation of objects pot etc. would be
there, if the state of the mind is of only one kind and if the Self (on the empirical plane) does
not assume (the status of the seer) with regard to the mental modification that manifests pot
etc. [Verse 17]
Verse 18

When the Self consciousness and the internal organ, the knower and the known (respectively),
remain without referring to one's own Self as I, a person would not enter the course of day to
day
business
(in
the
form
"I
know"
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"I do" etc.) which is connected with the Self-illusion. [Verse 18]

Verse 19

Certainly, (a person) having at first resolved "I shall see", propels his sense of sight towards the
objects (such as pot). Similarly, (he sends forth) other senses as that of hearing etc. towards
the distinctive quality of ether (i.e. the sound) etc. [Verse 19]
Verse 20

Without the sense of ego, nobody can ever reach (the realm of) day to day goings on (like
seeing, hearing, bathing, eating etc.). Consequently, as a matter of course, the causality in case
of the mental modification (as I) on the way to the daily run of things is quite appropriate.
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[Verse 20]

Verse 21

Whether the ego is the distinctive mark of (the Atman), of the nature of consciousness, or of
the internal organ, or of both, is to be pondered over by the diligent spiritual aspirants by
means of reasoning for the sake of their welfare (i.e. liberation). [Verse 21]
Verse 22

If the ego were the special quality of the Self, it would not have been manifested by the latter.
Because the property of an entity cannot exist separately from a part which constitutes that
very entity. [Verse 22]
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Verse 23

A notable quality that is remnant in an object cannot be cognised by that object or by the
qualities thereof. Because surely there is no difference between an object and its quality either
in respect of place or in the matter of essence. [Verse 23]
Verse 24

One quality of fire (say hotness), residing in the fire, can never get to the state of being an
object (of another quality of fire, say brightness) and vice versa. Nor, in this world, can the fire
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cognise its own quality seated in it through (another) quality of its own. [Verse 24]

Verse 25

In the same manner, the multitude of qualities (such as cognition, pleasure, pain etc.) which
kanada inferred to be the distinguishing qualities of the Self (though in fact they are) the
momentary belongings of the non-self (i.e. the internal organ), may be refuted, for assuredly,
what is eternal will not become the possessor of non-eternal features. [Verse 25]
Verse 26

The Vedas time and gain declare the Creation of the ether, hence the ether is impermanent.
Now according to the doctrine of Kanada, there is no (substance) other than the ether that is
eternal and having the non-eternal qualities which would be analogous with (the everlasting
Self possessing the transitory peculiarities as cognition, happiness etc.) [Verse 26]
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Verse 27

The Self cannnot attain conjunction or disjunction with the internal organ and vice versa. Nor
can the ether get to mutual conjunction or disjunction with the pestle. Because the state of
having parts is denied for these both (i.e. the Self and the ether). [Verse 27]

Verse 28

Indeed, in this world, it is seen that (the objects like) rope, pot etc. which are possessed of
parts can acquire conjunction with one another. Hence, without overlooking this (seen
phenomenon), one has to reason even in the case of the unseen entities (that conjunction is
possible only between those things that have parts). [Verse 28]
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Verse 29

It is observed that an object possessing parts cannot have conjunction with partless entities
and a partless thing cannot occupy conjunction with the objects owning parts. Therefore, the
(previously) stated (view that conjunction or disjunction is not possible either between the Self
and the internal organ or between the ether and the pestle) is settled. [Verse 29]
Verse 30

Indeed, what is essentially partless can never imaginary parts. Because (our) impression of
falsity in the case of imaginary things is very strong (i.e. it is quite well known that the
imaginary things are totally false). [Verse 30]
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Verse 31

Here in the Upanisads, those who know the import thereof declare the abode of the Supreme
Self, which is the origin of the whole world, to be of the nature of pure consciousness, eternal
and one (i.e. non-dual); what appears other than This (i.e. the Supreme Self) is non-eternal.
[Verse 31]
Verse 32

For the opponent (i.e. Vaisesika), therefore, there is no illustration involving an eternal
substance with perishable qualities. Thus, the (earlier) expounded theory that an eternal
entity can never become the possessor of the non0eternal features remains confirmed.
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[Verse 32]

Verse 33

The ego (or the mental state as I) is fit to become an object of cognition since it is not the
quality of (the Self) of the nature of pure consciousness. hence like the mental state that is
connected with the form of objects (as pot etc), the ego (too) is an object (of Self
consciousness). [Verse 33]
Verse 34

The Inner Self, which, being immutable, perceives both i.e. the mental modification that
obtains the figure of objects (as pot) and the state of the mind as I i.e. the ego, is (itself) called
the Supreme Self and the Existence. [Verse 34]
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Verse 35

(Objection:) How can it be declared by you that this very embodied Self is called the Supreme
Self and the Existence (Reply:) No, I did not tell anything incongruous, because the Scripture
itself has declared this view. [Verse 35]
Verse 36

In Upanisadic Texts as "It is never thought“, “You cannot (think the thinker) of thought”, “He is
never thought”, “(Thou art) that”, “This (all is this Self)”, “What indeed is there is here”, “A rare
(discriminating man sees the inner Self)” etc., the Seer (the Inner Self itself) is repeatedly
asserted to be the abode of the Supreme Self. [Verse 36]
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Verse 37 and 38

The Scripture has instructed the seer (i.e. the spiritual aspirant) as follows - That which is never
uttered by the organ of speech, That which man never sees with the sense of sight, That which
man never hears through the sense of hearing, and That which man never comprehends with
the mind, but That by which the organ of speech, the sense of sight, the sense of hearing and
the mind are ever perceived, knwo That (Self) alone to be the Supreme Abode (i.e. Brahman).
[Verse 37 & 38]
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Verse 39

(For establishing that the inner self itself is) the abode of the Supreme Self, this Scripture has
been mentioned by me bit by bit only suggestively. The Scripture has also proclaimed "You are
That, which is of the nature of subtle essence etc. and which has been commenced as
Existence". [Verse 39]
Verse 40

The etheric space delimited by pot etc. cannot become a part or the modification of the
(unlimited) etheric space. Similarly, it is true that the embodied Self is neither a part nor the
modification of the Supreme Self. [Verse 40]
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Verse 41

Just as the ether is named pot - delimited ether (etc.) due to the adjuncts as pot etc. the
Supreme Self, of the nature of consciousness, also is named as the individual Self only because
of the body. [Verse 41]
Verse 42

That by which the entire world consisting of the ether etc. was created and that which is called
as the Supreme Self, the Existence and the Imperishable, itself entered the world created by It,
just as, in this world, the etheric space enters the pot, following the creation of the pot.
[Verse 42]
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Verse 43

The Scriptural Texts, which (declare) that the world consisting of ether etc. has emerged from
the Supreme Self, also ascertain the idea of non-difference (between the Supreme Self and the
individual Self) by demonstrating the Supreme Self alone to be truly existing. [Verse 43]
Verse 44

If (those) Scriptural statements were intent on (merely) prescribing the Creation (of the world)
they would become fruitless and hence meaningless, because the statement the world was
thus produced from the Supreme Self is not for any fruit for the man (who seeks Moksa).
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[Verse 44]

Verse 45

The Scriptures, in many a way, have repeatedly declared the falsity of the transformation (in
the form of the world consisting of ether, air etc.) and have ascertained that the existence
alone is the Supreme Reality. Thus it is clear that the Creation of the world need not be
enjoined. [Verse 45]
Verse 46

The repeated declaration, Thou art That would not be appropriate if the enjoinment of
creation of the universe alone (were the final import of the Upanishads). (The Upanisadic
declaration) becomes legitimate (only) if it is to give rise to the knowledge of the true nature
of the Supreme Self for the man. [Verse 46]
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Verse 47

Thus I have established the view stated (earlier) that the Inner Self, which, being immutable,
perceives all acts relating to immovable and movable things, body and internal organ, is itself
called the Supreme Self and the Existence. [Verse 47]

Verse 48

If (it is argued that) the witness of the internal organ (i.e. the Inner Self) is quite different from
the imperishable (Brahman) as the fish and the water and not (non-different) as the potdelimited ether (and the unlimited ether), how will it not contradict the statement as "Thou
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art That" and also "This is your (Self that is within all)". [Verse 48]

Verse 49

This (statement "Thou art That") is devoted not to give the knowledge of the really existing
entity (i.e. Brahman) by removing the ignorance (of the individual soul) but for enjoining the
act in the form of meditation of Existence (Brahman). Hence my view does not contradict (the
texts as "Thou art That"). [Verse 46]
Verse 50

(In Scriptures) there is the injunction about the meditation on mind etc. as the cause (of the birth
etc. of the universe i.e. Brahman) and also about the imagination of deities in the images (for the
sake of worship or religious meditation), without abandoning the idea of the individualhood.
Similarly, in the present case, by the text "Thou art that", the meditation on (the individual Self as
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Brahman) of the nature of Existence (has been enjoined by the Scripture). [Verse 50]

Verse 51

Or this statement ("Thou art That") would metaphorically speak of what is expressed by the
term "Thou" (i.e. the individual Self) as, "Thou art Existence (Brahman)", just as people
describe
a
fearless
man
as
"This
Ishvaragupta
is
a
lion".
[Verse 51]
Verse 52

Or this text would say "(Thou) art the Existence" in order to praise (The individual Self) just as
(people say) "Thou art Lord Indra" or "Thou art Lord Visnu" to eulogise (a donor). Or
(contrarily) it may convey that Existence i.e. Brahman alone is of the nature of what is
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expressed by the term "Thou" i.e. the individual Self. [Verse 52].

Verse 53

If (the individual Self) mentioned by the word "Thou" (in the statement "Thou art That") is of
the nature of Brahman essentially, why indeed does it not realize its own nature? (But) it is
advised by the Scriptural texts and hence (it is not Brahman in its true nature). [Verse 53]
Verse 54

Hence the text "Thou art That" does not declare the individual Self to be of the nature of
Brahman in reality. The other sruti texts of this kind can also be projected in the same way.
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[Verse 54]

Verse 55

Assuredly the text "Thou art That" is quite different from the text you cited (as enjoining
meditation). Hence this text is not devoted to enjoin meditation on Brahman but to convey the
nature of being Existence (i.e. Brahman) to Existence itself (which has entered in the form of
the should of each individual being. [Verse 55]
Verse 56

The meditation on the mind etc. indicated by the term iti has been enjoined by those texts (as
the mind is to be meditated upon as Brahman). There is no such injunction here in the text
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(Thou art That). Hence it is totally different from the former) text. [Verse 56]

Verse 57

Those (texts like The mind is to be meditated upon as Brahman) do not declare the mind, the
space,
the
Sun
etc.
to
be
of
the
nature
of
existence
(i.e. Brahman). For, indeed, they lay down the mind etc. as the chief objects to be meditate on
as endowed with the idea of the imperishable (Brahman). [Verse 57]
Verse 58

(It may be argued that the texts as "The mind is to be meditated upon as Brahman" etc. are
meant) for conveying the true nature of an entity to the following effect that the mind etc. are
non-different from the Existence (Brahman) just as a pot is non different from the clay. But in
that case the term indicating the injunction (about meditation i.e. upasita) and the word as (iti)
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would be in vain. [Verse 58]

Verse 59

If, abandoning the word conveying the injunction (i.e. Upasita) and (the word) as (iti), the mind
etc. were to attain union with the Existence, the cause, by virtue of their being in the same
case relation (with the latter), then it would be clearly stated that they are unreal. [Verse 59]
Verse 60

(Objection:) Here, for the individual Self and the Existence also there is clear mentioning of the
same case termination as "Thou art That". Then, why not falsity for the individual Self which
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has the same case relation (with the Existence i.e. Brahman). [Verse 60]

Verse 61

(Reply) When the word expressing the transformation is in the same case relation with the
word signifying the material cause, there arises the idea of falsity with regard to the
transformation as in the sentences such as This pot is clay. [Verse 61]
Verse 62

In many Upanisadic texts, the mind etc. are spoken of as the modifications of the Existence
(Brahman), the material cause. Hence the mind etc. can be easily understood as unreal
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because of their being in the same case relation (with Brahman).[Verse 62]

Verse 63

The Upanisads, however, have not declared the Creation of the individual Self by the Existence
(Brahman), the cause. Therefore, (the wise) understand the individual Self to be different from
the modifications as mind etc. [Verse 63]
Verse 64

The Upanishads state that Brahman (lit, the Imperishable), which created this universe
comprising the ether etc. after visualization, itself entered into the world created by It and
thus
That
(Brahman
alone)
is
called
the
individual
self.
[Verse 64]
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Verse 65

Thus the idea of the individual Self as the modification of the Supreme Self does not arise at
all. Since the idea of the individual Self being the modification is not there, the idea of falsity
(also will not be there with regard to it). [Verse 65]
Verse 66

Nor, because of the mentioning of the same case termination for (the term) implying the
individual Self with the word signifying the Supreme Self, can it be (a figurative expression)
here in the texts such as "thou art That" etc as in the statements like "the water is salt".
[Verse 66]
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Verse 67

That the individual Self is the modification of the Supreme Self has been refuted. hence the
individual Self is not at all different from the very nature of the Supreme god. [Verse 67]

Verse 68

(Opponent :) If there is not even the minutest distinction between the individual Self and the
Existence, tell, what indeed does the text "Thou art That" and also the text "this is your Self
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that is within all" declare? [Verse 68]

Verse 69

(Vedanntin :) Even if the slightest difference that is innate be approved of between the
Supreme Self and the individual self, it is impossible to remove that by the statements that are
intent on negating the difference between the two. [Verse 69]
Verse 70

In this world, (it is found that) the inherent quality of an object is quite natural to it and not
accidental in any way. And because that quality is natural, it cannot be negated by (mere)
statement. [Verse 70]
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Verse 71

A statement is only to convey the essential nature of an entity and hence it cannot cause any
change in the entity itself. Nor, indeed, does an entity give up its natural state under the
influence of any statements because in that case there will be the fear of the logical fallacy
called infinite regress. [Verse 71]
Verse 72

Thus the text "Thou art that" negates the attributes of the matter or the non-self
superimposed along with the latter on the Self by the ignorant, just as the characteristic of the
earth (i.e. the odour) is superimposed on the water. [Verse 72]
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Verse 73

This is why that statement (Thou art That) is not meant either for enjoining the meditation or
for conveying the secondary sense; nor can it be a eulogistic one as well. (And it is not for
enjoining any meditation) because there is no injuntion here with regard to the embodied Self
as the object to be meditated upon. [Verse 73]
Verse 74

Here, the Existence (i.e. Brahman), the root cause of the universe, is itself named as the
individual Self on account of the limiting adjuncts as (mind etc.). Hence that text does not
speak of the nature of being the individual Self for the Existence which is under consideration.
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[Verse 74]

Verse 75

If (that text "Thou art That") were to convey the state of being the individual Self for
(Brahman) which is of the nature of subtle essence etc. and the root cause of the universe,
then speaking of the nature of being subtle essence etc. for It (i.e. Brahman) would be
meaningless. Or if (declaring the nature of being subtle essence etc. is true), then Its being of
the nature of being the individual self must be untrue. [Verse 75]
Verse 76

Here the text Thou art That which speaks of the Supreme God as the Self, effects the removal
of the root cause of transmigration (i.e. the ignorance) and that is agreeable to the individual
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self. [Verse 76]

Verse 77

(First), the two words 'thou' and 'art' are combined. (Afterwards they are used) with the word
That as Thou art that. Because the subject is conjoined with the verb (and a sentence) is
arranged with the (verb) in such a way that it requires nothing else to complete its sense.
[Verse 77]
Verse 78

Without the verb even a thousand nouns will not convey anything. Among these (words
forming a sentence) the verb in imperative mood etc. can convey something because it
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produces the knowledge of what is prescribed etc. [Verse 78]

Verse 79

The illustrious (Panini) also laid down the second person in case of the pronoun 'Thou'. Hence,
at first, the words 'Thou' and 'art' are joined together and at the end the word 'That' is placed
with (the word) 'art'. [Verse 79]
Verse 80

When the disciple is told "Thou art", he becomes inclined to learn (in this regard and asks his
preceptor) "What am I? Please tell." The preceptor then instructs (him), "Thou art That
(Brahman) which is of the nature of subtle essence etc. and which has been introduced as
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Existence". [Verse 80]

Verse 81

Since the text (Thou art That) declares the individual Self, implied by the term Thou, to be of
the nature of Existence, signified by the word That, it does not speak of the characteristic of
being the individual Self for the Existence. [ Verse 81]
Verse 82

As the senses of the individual soul are naturally inclined towards worldly pleasures, it does
not realize its essential nature and hence it is awakened by the texts (such as "Thou art That").
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[Verse 82]

Verse 83

Here (with regard to the senses) that are tending towards their respective objects, many sruti
texts such as "Outgoing (senses)... etc. and also the smrti texts like"... a boat on the waters"
and ".... restraining with mind all the organs as with reins" are the proofs. [Verse 83]
Verse 84

By this much, it should not be urged that there is difference between the individual Self and
the Supreme Self. Because (the individual Self) is heard of (in the Upanishads) as non-different
from the Existence (i.e. the Supreme Self) now at the time of continuance and also at the
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beginning of creation. [Verse 84]

Verse 85

There is no contradiction in stating that there (arises) the awareness for the individual Self of
its own nature as the Existence (i.e. the Supreme Self) following the (Scriptural) instruction and
also that the individual Self is of the nature of the Supreme Self in all the three divisions of
time, as in the case of Sri Rama. [Verse 85]
Verse 86

The opponent said, "This text ("Thou art That") appears to me as enjoining the meditation on
'Existence' (i.e. Brahman). Hence it does not convey the nature of being the 'Existence' for the
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individual Self." That is untrue. [Verse 86]

Verse 87

Here you do not have the Scriptural text as Meditate upon Brahman but as Thou art That
(Brahman). It is, therefore true that there is no intention of enjoining the act in the form of
meditation on Existence (Brahman). [Verse 87].

Verse 88

If that (word prescribing meditation) is brought here from somewhere else, it is surely
meaningless, for, according to those well-versed in the Vedas, what is made by a man cannot
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attain Vedic status. [Verse 88]

Verse 89

Do you think this text (Thou art That) is incapable of conveying its sense (i.e. the absolute
identity between the individual Self and Brahman) to a man (aspiring after spiritual
knowledge), so that you are bringing the word enjoining (meditation) from some other
ground, though it is not heard. [Verse 89]
Verse 90

The fallacy of the abandonment of what is heard and the imagination of what is unheard will
also arise (in case any word enjoining meditation is supplied here from some other source).
However, this is not logically correct according to those versed in the Vedas. Hence, the one
who is faithful to Vedas must accept what emerges directly from the mouth of the Vedas and
not something that is imagined under the influence of his own intellect. [Verse 90]
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Verse 91

The text Thou art That (as it is heard in the Upanishads) imparts the knowledge of the identity
of the individual soul with Brahman by removing the notion of his identity with the body,
which is the root cause of the cycle of birth and death and the source of all evils, and can thus
bring about a great benefit for Man. [Verse 91]
Verse 92

When a man is awakened by the text "Thou art That" and also (by the texts as The Inner
Ruler), your own (immortal Self), the false notion that the body is the Self certainly disappears.
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[Verse 92]

Verse 93

(If the text as "Thou art That") can not dispel the false notion of a man that the body is the
Self, he will have to undergo the transmigration which is caused by the Self-illusion and which
results in pleasure and pain. [Verse 93]
Verse 94

If the text "Thou art That" speaks of some action in the form of meditation on Brahman and
not (the identity between individual soul expressed by) Thou and (Brahman indicated by) That,
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I shall now consider what result would arise for a man from meditation on Brahman. [Verse 94]

Verse 95

The individual soul that is characterized by mortality will not attain identity with Brahman even
after meditation on the latter, because, in this world, on no account can anybody abandon his
natural form. [Verse 95]
Verse 96

Even if it is accepted that an individual soul attains identity with Brahman through meditation
on It, that state of identity between the two will never arise because the individual soul would
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not like to give up its own nature. [Verse 96]

Verse 97

(Opponent:) Just as the iron added to the philosopher's stone turns into gold abandoning its
original nature, the individual Self also attains oneness with Brahman by the meditation on
Brahman. [Verse 97]
Verse 98

(Vedantin :) Following the melting of the iron, the elixir mixed with the former spreads its
components and remaining therein it creates the impression of gold in iron. The iron, however
has
not
really
changed
into
gold.
[Verse 98]
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Verse 99

Just as the milk spreading over the components of water gives rise to the false notion "This is
milk" with regard to water or just as the gold spreading over the components of silver makes
us feel "This is gold" with regard to the silver, the elixir creates the impression of gold in iron.
[Verse 99]
Verse 100

With the removal of the efficacy of the elixir, the state of iron being gold will vanish. Because it
is well-known that what is done artificially is not eternal and what comes from outside will, of
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course, perish. [Verse 100]

Verse 101

If liberation is not existent at present for the individual soul and is attainable by meditation on
Brahman as the heaven etc by sacrifice, then it is surely impermanent like the result of the
sacrifice because the non-eternity in case of what is artificial is quite well-known. [Verse 101]
Verse 102

The union of the individual soul and Brahman which are contrary to each other in nature is not
possible. Even if the union of the two is sought for, they will not remain united for long.
[Verse 102]
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Verse 103

This type of result emerges from the meditation on Brahman for the individual soul and
nothing else. And that (view) is not accepted as unobjectionable by the wise because it
involves many a shortcoming. [Verse 103]
Verse 104

Thus, the text about Existence (i.e. Thou art That) is not for enjoining any act in the form of
meditation on Existence. It, however, removes the erroneous notion as I am (this) body, This is
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mine etc. [Verse 104]

Verse 105

In all the Upanishads, the principal statements, where (the word denoting) the individual Self
is mentioned in the same case relation with the word expressing the Supreme Self, should be
interpreted diligently in this way itself. [Verse 105]

Verse 106

And even Dravidacarya has demonstrated the text "Thou art that" as removing (the ignorance
of the individual Self) through the illustration of a prince who had been brought up by the
hunter (and whose ignorance was removed by) the statement of the one who knew his real
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birth. [Verse 106]

Verse 107

In this way, (since the text "Thou art That" effects the removal of ignorance), O disciple, give up
the firm notion such as I am the body, This is mind etc. and ascertain that Brahman which is
imperishable and non-dual to be your own Self. [Verse 107]
Verse 108

That Supreme Abode (i.e. Brahman) is not the mind, nor the intellect, nor the senses, nor can
It be (the three Gunas) namely, sattva, rajas and tamas, nor is It (the five elements) namely,
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earth, water, fire, air and space. [Verse 108]

Verse 109

The Supreme Brahman is beyond the mind, intellect, senses, the three qualities viz. Sattva,
Rajas and Tamas and the five elements by name, earth, water, fire, air and space. O disciple!
realize That as your own Self. [Verse 109]
Verse 110

The wise describe that state waking in which the internal organ moves about the objects of
pleasure, having diverted the senses towards them. This state, O disciple, is not for Me, the
self-luminous Atman. [Verse 110]
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Verse 111

The state, when the sense organs have ceased functioning and when due to the residual
impressions deposited by the past experiences there is the manifestation similar to the
cognition of sense objects though no sense object is there, is termed dream by the wise.
[Verse 111]
Verse 112

The wise who are of subdued passions and who know, the inner meaning of the Upanishads
declare the state of deep sleep as that when there is no manifestation of the mind, the
(internal) organ, in the form of sense objects. [Verse 112]
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Verse 113

O disciple, the three states namely, waking, dream and deep sleep occurring successively or
unsuccessively, belong to the internal organ and never to Me, the Self; therefore know that I
am the fourth. [Verse 113]
Verse 114

This denotation fourth is possible for the (Supreme) Self only with reference to the three states
waking etc. Which have been imagined in the Self by the ignorant. [Verse 114]
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Verse 115

(The three states) with regard to which the name turiya (fourth) is possible for the Supreme
Self are unreal and consequently they are the characteristics of what is unreal (i.e. mind) just
like the gestures of an artificial elephant. [Verse 115]
Verse 116

The Upanishads speak of this artificial universe consisting of (the five elements) beginning
from space to earth along with sense objects, senses, intellect, mind etc. as unreal through
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hundreds of illustrations. [Verse 116]

Verse 117

Just as this worthless body is always supported by the three humours namely, kapha, pitta and
vata, this world from origin to dissolution is held by fire, sun and moon. [Verse 117]
Verse 118

Thus these three i.e. sun, fire and moon are quite well-known among the Srutis, Smrtis and the
people as the source of sustenance (of this world). Srutis have declared them to be unreal.
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[Verse 118]

Verse 119

The Scriptural texts speaking of these colours, namely, red, white and black, which people see
in fire etc. to be really belonging to (subtle) fire, (subtle) water and (subtle) earth, respectively,
declare the three colours alone to be true. [Verse 119].
Verse 120

Indeed the necklet etc. which are made up of gold and which are responsible for the
expression "necklet" etc., are found to the unreal because the impression of necklet etc. is
liable to change. [Verse 120]
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Verse 121

The impression of gold etc., however, is never changeable and hence (gold etc.) are considered
to be real. The mis-apprehension as "This is not gold", indeed, will not arise with regard to gold
or necklet etc., the products thereof. [Verse 121]

Verse 122

By virtue of their characteristic of being unreal, the fire etc. correspond to necklet etc., while
the three colours, red etc. which are the root cause of fire etc. correspond to gold etc. because
of their state of being real. [Verse 122]
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Verse 123

Through this illustrative example, the Scripture has declared the unreality of the fire, sun and
moon and also the reality of the three colours red etc. [Verse 123]
Verse 124

The
unreality
of
fire
etc.
spoken
of
in
the
Scripture
is
the example and, that all the transformation is unreal which the cause is not so is the
Upanisadic conclusion. [Verse 124]
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Verse 125

One who wants to show the unreality of cloth removes the threads one by one. In the same
way, the Scripture, having extracted the three colours red etc. that are comparable to threads
(in the above instance), has proved the unreality of fire etc. [Verse 125]

Verse 126

This (universe) right from earth to space which is the transformation of the Supreme Spirit i.e.
Brahman is the other (form) there of. The other (form) of Brahman is unreal because it is a
transformation. The Supreme Spirit, however, is not unreal since it is the cause. [Verse 126] 63

Verse 127

In this way, it is proved that the Supreme Spirit denoted as Existence is not unreal but what is
other than that is unreal. that the artificial world is unreal as stated by me previously is thus
established from the above. [Verse 127]
Verse 128

From the afore-mentioned reason itself the unreality of the mind as well can be established
and hence the function relating thereto is unreal just as the gestures of an artificial elephant.
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[Verse 128]

Verse 129

(Disciple:) Oh Revered Lord! the Scripture, however, has not declared the Creation of mind
either from Brahman or from space etc. So please tell me with certainty as to how to
understand the unreality of the mind. [Verse 129]
Verse 130

(Preceptor:) In the seventh chapter (of the Chandogya), the Sruti has proclaimed the
origination of the mind also along with the vital air etc. from the Self. Then, how can the state
of reality be there with regard to the mind which is characterised by the state of being a
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transformation? [Verse 130]

Verse 131

The creation of the mind along with vital air, senses, space etc. from the Supremme Self has
been declared in the Mundakopanisad. Therefore, O disciple, ascertain that the mind is unreal.
[Verse 131]

Verse 132

Besides, (in the Sruti elsewhere) the mind is spoken of as composed of food. Consequently, like
the body, the mind too is a material one. From that also, O disciple, ascertain that the mind is
unreal. [Verse 132]
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Verse 133

Regard this entire artificial universe consisting of space etc. as the subject (paksa), the state of
not
being
real
as
the
thing
to
be
ascertained
(sadhya),
non-existence
in
the
beginning
and
at
the
end
as
the
reason
(hetu)
and
the necklet etc. as the illustrative examples (upama). [Verse 133]
Verse 134

In the beginning, the necklet etc. did not exist in the gold; nor will they exist therein at the end
and hence they are unreal. Similarly, this entire artificial (universe) consisting of space etc. is
unreal at present as well (since it does not exist in the beginning as well as at the end).
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[Verse 134]

Verse 135

If the necklet etc. be produced altogether differently in gold etc., then it should be necessarily
explained why more weight would not be there in these (i.e. necklet etc.). [Verse 135]
Verse 136

Thus, the necklet etc. do not exist apart from gold etc. Why? For, (the necklet etc.) are not
cognised as different from gold etc. Only the cause, therefore, is real while the rest is unreal.
[Verse 136]
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Verse 137

(Opponent:) The name, form as well as the purpose of the effect are different from those of
the cause. Hence it is to be accounted for as to how the effect can be understood as nondifferent from the cause. [Verse 137]
Verse 138

(Vedantin:) In this world, the wise men perceive grass, threads, gold and clay themselves, in
the form of mat, cloth, necklace and pot, respectively; hence there is no difference between
the effect and the cause. [Verse 138]
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Verse 139

Your
imagination
that
if
the
effect
is
not
different
from
the cause, the difference concerning name etc. is not possible is futile, because the nondifference (of the effect such as pot etc.) from clay etc. is well-known to the people.[Verse 139]
Verse 140

The form, the purpose and the name of an actor (when on the stage) are different. Yet, why
does the actor not become different? Those well-versed in logic should reply to this.
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[Verse 140]

Verse 141

The birth of what is non-existent is not possible, because it is indeed non-existent like skyflower. The creation of what is existent is not possible either, because it exists already and is
always accepted like the Self. [Verse 141]

Verse 142

Somebody following the doctrine of Kapila, Asuri, Pancasikha etc. may pronounce, I never say
there is birth for what is existent. But please listen to what I am going to say. [Verse 142]
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Verse 143

(Sankhya:) What remained indistinct in the material cause is itself now possessed of distinct
characteristic marks. This (view) appears to me to be flawless. Please point out if you find any
fault here. [Verse 143]

Verse 144

(Vedantin:) Tell me whether the special property added to (the effect already) existennt exists
here in the material cause or not. If it exists in the material cause before the creation of the
effect, then it is improper to say that the material cause possesses something special (in the
state of the effect). [Verse 144]
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Verse 145

In case, that distinctive mark does not exist in the material cause before (the creation of the
effect), you have to accept birth for what is non-existent. And what has come into existence
with its birth will have destruction as well because of its artificiality. [Verse 145]
Verse 146

In no way is it possible for you to get out of what you have accepted (above). Thus, gradually,
this view of yours has landed in the domain of Vaisesikas. [Verse 146]
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Verse 147

The Vaisesika theory that there is birth for what is non-existent and destruction of what is
existent is known to the learned as entirely opposed to reasoning. I too have declared that
(theory) to be untenable. [Verse 147]
Verse 148

This Vaisesika theory has been refuted also by Lord Krsna, the preceptor of all preceptors by
the words, "What is non-existent can never (come into existence)...." while imparting friendly
advice to Arjuna, the son of Prtha (i.e. Kunti). [Verse 148]
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Verse 149

Previously it has been asserted through reasoning that there can be no birth either for what is
non-existent or for what is existent. Indeed, what is both existent and non-existent is never
born. Why? Because an entity of such a sort does not exist at all. [Verse 149]
Verse 150

On no account can the (world) consisting of mind etc. have any being whatsoever beyond what
is existent or what is non-existent. That is why there can be no birth for mind etc. and it can be
easily understood by all. [Verse 150]
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Verse 151

Even if there is birth for it (i.e. the universe comprising mind etc.) in your view considering
whether it is existent or non-existent (before Creation), yet it cannot be real, for, the Scripture
has declared its unreality. [Verse 151]
Verse 152

Since the mind is declared to be unreal, the activity thereof too is obviously unreal. And since
the mental activity is unreal, (the view that the Atman is beyond all the states relating to mind)
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as stated before has been thus established. [Verse 152]

Verse 153

(The three states) with regard to which the name "Turiya" (fourth) is possible for the Supreme
Self are unreal and consequently they are the characteristics of what is unreal (i.e. the mind)
just as the movement of an artificial snake. [Verse 153]
Verse 154

I have already set forth the unreality of the whole (world) consisting of mind etc. on the
strength of scriptures as well as reasoning. Hence, the Supreme Spirit (i.e. Brahman) which is
non-dual and imperishable, alone is real while the rest is unreal. [Verse 154]
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Verse 155

That (Brahman) has no anterior, exterior or interior. Nor is there anything posterior to it. This is
what the Scriptural text has instructed. It is, therefore, evident that what is other than
Brahman is unreal. [Verse 155]
Verse 156

Having denied everything other than the Self (i.e. Brahman), exterior or interior, the Scripture
has declared that it is pure intelligence, through the illustration of a lump of salt. Hence what
is other than the Self is unreal. [Verse 156]
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Verse 157

The Supreme Self which is of the nature of pure consciousness is compared to a lump of salt
through the denial of everything other than It. Ascertain, O disciple, I am always that (Supreme
Self). [Verse 157]
Verse 158

O disciple, ascertain That Immutable Brahman which is neither minute nor gross (lit. its
opposite quality), neither short nor long, and which is devoid of all attributes as your own Self.
[Verse 158]
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Verse 159

Cast off the six attributes of vital air, internal organ and body which have been imagined as
belonging to the Self by the ignorant and gradually make sure, I am always (the Self) of the
nature of pure intelligence. [Verse 159]
Verse 160

Before casting it off the snake considers the lifeless slough to be its own. However, after
discarding that (slough) in its hole, the snake will not look at it again as belonging to itself.
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[Verse 160]

Verse 161

Just as the snake (considers the lifeless slough as its body), you too have considered this body
as the Self due to lack of discrimination. Having perceived what is of the nature of pure
consciousness as your own Self, discard this body just like a snake (throws out its slough).
[Verse 161]
Verse 162

Night and day will not happen to the Sun, because the latter is always endowed with light.
Even so the two qualities, non-discrimination and discrimination will not be there for the ever81
luminous Self. [Verse 162]

Verse 163

Since the Self which is pure, intelligent and ever-free, is without non-discrimination and
discrimination, you have to understand "The bondage and liberation are not there for Me (the
Self) at all. [Verse 163]
Verse 164

Ascertain, O disciple, that (the activity such as) acceptance or rejection is not there for Me, the
Self of the nature of pure Consciousness, either by Me or by somebody else. Because nobody
will have any activity within Himself, nor is there anyone other than Me. [Verse 164]
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Verse 165

Determine, O wise disciple, that the Self which is the witness of all activity pertaining to
movable and immovable things, body and mind, is one (i.e. without a second) and hence there
is no one other than Me (i.e. the Self). [Verse 165]
Verse 166

Whether
the
sky
is
pure
or
impure
due
to
clouds
etc.
there is no difference in it. In the same way, there is no difference caused by any kind of
duality
in
you,
the
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all-pervading Self of the nature of pure intelligence. [Verse 166]

Verse 167

Previously it has been stated that the duality is unreal. But it is in view of the practical
standpoint that it was stated so. In fact, what is real has no relation with what is unreal. Indeed
a pool is not going to be formed in the river with the mirage water. [Verse 167]

Verse 168

Why say much? Listen to what I am going to tell you in brief as to this. The three states, waking
etc. are only imagined in You, (the Self of the nature of pure intelligence), and hence unreal at
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all times. [Verse 168]

Verse 169

Through Scriptures as well as reasoning it has been asserted that the mind which is
superimposed (on the Self) is unreal. Thus it is established that everything other than You (the
Self) is unreal. [Verse 169]
Verse 170

You are That (Supreme Self), which is without exterior or interior, unchangeable, without
effect and cause, non-dual, free from all attributes, of the nature of pure intelligence, infinite
and the Divine Truth. [Verse 170]
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Verse 171

(The Preceptor) told (his disciple), It is only thus far that I know in the Upanisads. Beyond this
there is nothing, just as Pippalada (said to Bharadvaja and others) in order to remove any
doubt that there might still remain something unknown. [Verse 171]
Verse 172

Making a reverential bow to his teacher the disciple also said, O Revered Lord! you have
rescued me from this ocean (of worldly life) containing the water in the form of birth and
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death and the fish in the form of happiness and sorrow. [Verse 172]

Verse 173

I am now very content and delighted as I have accomplished my final goal. Further, I am
altogether indifferent (to the worldly affaris) and my mind is exclusively inclined (towards the
Self). Deriding the worldly pleasures which are illusory as the mirage water I shall wander over
this earth along with you. [Verse 173]
Verse 174

O Revered Lord, sustaining this body I shall render utmost service to you until my last breath. I
can do for you only this and anything other than this is impossible. [Verse 174]
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Verse 175

On hearing the dialogue between the preceptor and the disciple, I have composed in this way
the Sruti-sara-samuddharana which is similar to the Upanisad. One who realizes (the teachings
of) this (work) will not fall into the ocean of birth and death. [Verse 175]
Verse 176

This (treatise) is to be studied by the spiritual aspirants who have deep devotion towards their
teacher and not by others. Because, only a person having pious faith in the teacher can
understand what is instructed by his teacher. Hence the one who is attached to something else
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should not read this. [Verse 176]

Verse 177

And even the Scriptural text beginning with, The one who has (the utmost devotion)..., has
declared that the illustrious one who is faithful to his teacher can make out what is taught by
him. Therefore, it is to be studied by only those who have pure faith in their teacher.
[Verse 177]
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Verse 178

Throughout my life I make obeisance to that (Preceptor), who is esteemed by the eminent
saints, by the light of whose intellect that is comparable to the Sun, my heart's ignorance
which is responsible for mounting the swing in the form of the incessant line of birth and
death, being repelled was totally destroyed and on resorting to whose feet the disciples
adorned with Vedic knowledge, tranquillity and modesty attained instant liberation.
[Verse 178]
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Verse 179

I salute Lord Visnu, the essence of the three worlds, who has earth as the feet, ether as the
navel, wind as the vital air, moon and sun as the eyes, quarters as the ears, heaven as the
head, fire as the mouth and ocean as the abdomen and existing within whom the entire
universe along with the gods, human beings, birds, cows, serpents, celestial musicians and
demons, is, indeed, sporting wonderfully. [Verse 179]
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